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Background:  There are approximately 100 acute admissions to the Burwood Spinal Unit annually. These 
individuals are admitted following traumatic and non-traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) resulting in varying 
levels of impairment to their arms and legs. Those with paraplegia have fully functioning arms, but 
impairments to their legs whereas those with tetraplegia have impairments in both arms and legs.  It has 
long been accepted that recovery following a SCI can take up to two years following injury to plateau.   
Many people with SCI wait until this two-year window is over before making many life decisions. The 
American Spinal Injuries Association (ASIA) has developed a classification system based on the level and 
severity of tetraplegic injury – The ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS). This system grades injuries from A to D 
with A grades representing the most severe impairment and D grades the least. A person with no SCI will 
have an AIS grade of E. 
 
In people with tetraplegia, possible improvement in upper limb function is perceived to offer the greatest 
benefit to quality of life – comparable only to improvements in bowel and bladder function. For four decades 
surgical intervention has been used to provide these improvements. The transfer of functioning muscles to 
non-functioning muscles or ‘Tendon Transfer’ has been used successfully to restore basic flexion function 
(closing) in the fingers and thumb. Tendon transfer surgery has been unable to provide functional finger 
opening (extension). Thus although functional grip can be achieved, the provision of useful hand opening 
has continued to elude people with tetraplegia, rehabilitation specialists and surgeons alike. 
 
Nerve transfer has been used extensively in other upper limb impairments (e.g. Brachial Plexus Injury) but 
has only very recently been used in people with tetraplegia. It is possible for surgeons to cut an expendable 
working nerve and attach it to a more important nerve that has impaired function. This process is used to 
reinnervate the impaired nerve and thereby reestablish its function. In particular the transfer of a spared 
functioning nerve to the denervated posterior interosseus nerve (PIN) in the forearm can reestablish finger 
and thumb extension. Nerve transfers ideally should be performed between 3 and 9 months post-injury, a 
time frame that is much earlier than the aforementioned 2-year plateau. After this time however, impaired 
nerves will begin to irreversibly degenerate.  
 
The key question therefore is whether we can identify the people with SCI who would be suitable candidates 
for nerve transfer in the acute stage? This question was broken down into secondary questions for analysis. 

 
1. Can we use patterns of neurological recovery as determined by the AIS to predict which people are 

likely to recover from SCI and which are not? 
 

2. Is nerve transfer surgery a viable option for providing wrist, finger and thumb extension in people 
with tetraplegia and is it ethical to perform prior to 2-years post injury? 

 
 



 

Method 
 

1. A comprehensive review of the literature pertaining to the AIS, Nerve Transfer Surgery and Tendon 
Transfers in the setting of SCI was conducted. 
 

2. A notes audit of 56 subjects selected from a pool of 600 admissions occurred. Demographic and 
injury data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet and the patterns of recovery were analyzed. 

 
3. Findings from the literature and data were compared and contrasted in the form of a report 

discussion. The bioethical implications of nerve transfer were also explored. 
 

Results 
From the literature we are able to conclude that nerve transfer surgery is a viable and efficacious procedure 
for the improvement of hand function in the tetraplegic upper limb. Furthermore there is significant potential 
functional benefit to be gained from the reinnervation of finger extensors. Analysis of the data and literature 
found that the AIS grade is the best predictor of neurological recovery in SCI. Findings of our audit, 
demonstrated that people with AIS A do not show any motor recovery following SCI and people with AIS B 
are unlikely to do so after 12-weeks post injury.  
 
Conclusion 
We are now able to confidently predict at 12-weeks post injury that people with AIS A or B grade tetraplegia 
are unlikely to show any further functional motor recovery. This prediction identifies these individuals as 
suitable candidates for early nerve transfer surgery. 


